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WOODS GEARS UP FOR OPEN
Tiger ready to roar...as bookie chips in with par-fect ad
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DWTS
Ksenia:
I’ll be
seein’ ya

AS DRIVER CAGED FOR 14 YEARS...

OUR JILLIAN
BEGGED
HIM TO STOP
EXCLUSIVE by JOHN HAND

THE heartbroken sister
of a childcare student
killed by a crazed driver
last night told how the
tragic girl “begged that
man to stop that car”.
Jillian Thornton’s family
spoke out after Michael
Collins, 45, was jailed
for 14 years for causing
the 20-year-old’s death
while fleeing gardai.
Full Story — Pages 4&5

Horror . . . Jillian, inset, and thug Collins

Sister lashes car-chase nut who killed student, 20
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STABBED ‘FOR HIS
HATCHET ATTACK’
A MURDER accused told gardai
he stabbed another man after
he’d earlier attacked him with an
axe, a trial heard yesterday.

By DAVID RALEIGH

Mr McSherry said: “Bobby said ‘F***
this’, and he was going to go and set
Blake Sweeney, 21, of Caherciveen, fire to Blake’s house. He put rubbish
Co Kerry, is charged with murdering in a black bag, he got a hatchet.”
He said after the victim
Robert Elston, 33, at Fertha
returned, Sweeney called over
Drive in the town on May 23,
with a knife by his side and
2018. He’s pleaded not guilty.
he saw his hands “go in and
The Central Criminal Court
out twice” of the victim’s left
heard Sweeney — who was
side, in a “thrusting motion”.
briefly romantically involved
Sweeney’s mum Veronica
with Elston’s ex — told cops
said on the night in question,
he “didn’t mean to do it”.
Elston had turned up at their
Witness
Sean
McSherry
door screaming: “I’m going to
said the victim had been
kill him.” She said her son
drinking and smoking weed
got a knife then left the
with him and another woman.
He said Elston then left his Evidence . . McSherry house after saying: “I have to
protect ye.” Trial continues.
flat for the accused’s home.
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Groping
at job fall

ROAD CHASE KILL DRIVER IS CAGED 14 YEARS

SEXUAL harassment at
work may be declining
due to the #MeToo movement, research claims.
Levels
of
unwanted
sexual
attention
fell
between 2016 and 2018,
a Colorado Uni poll found.
But women reported
rising rates of non-sexual
gender harassment. Dr
Ksenia Keplinger said:
“We need to expand on
the ways men and women
can work together.”

‘He has
no soul
and no
remorse
for this’

HEARTLESS
Members of a gang in
Los Angeles are charged
with the “medieval” killing
of a rival whose heart was
cut from his chest.

Banged up for 14 years . . . scumbag driver Collins

Mourning
Jillian . . .
brother Derick
and sister
Elaine

FAMILY: COLLINS TOOK
EVERYTHING FROM US
TRAGIC Jillian Thornton’s
brave family have slammed
her killer — and said: “He
has no remorse, no soul.”
Thug Michael Collins, 45, of
Drogheda, Co Louth, was yesterday caged for 14 years for
dangerous driving causing the
death of Jillian in May 2016 on
the N2 in Co Meath.
Jillian, 20, was killed when she
was thrown from the back seat of
the defendant’s car which was split
in two when it collided with another
vehicle. Callous Collins — who
pleaded not guilty, maintains his
innocence and represented himself

EXCLUSIVE by JOHN HAND

after sacking his legal team — was
also convicted of two charges of
endangerment, 12 charges of dangerous driving and driving under the
influence of an intoxicant.
The
victim’s
family
—
mum
Lorraine, dad Derek, their daughter
Elaine and son Derick — have also
told of their heartache after losing
their treasured Jillian.
Innocent Jillian — who was studying childcare and dreamed of one
day opening her own creche — died
in the horror crash after Collins
went on a driving rampage while
being chased by gardai.
Last night, Elaine told us: “When
he killed Jillian that day, he killed

Terrible loss . . . father Derek and mother
Lorraine pictured at Jillian’s grave
all five of us. We’re never going to
be what we were. He took everything from us. He made a joke out
of a legal system, and made a joke
out of Jillian. He has no soul, he
has no remorse. He has no remorse
for what he did to Jillian.”
The young woman was in the
back seat of Collins’ Mitsubishi Colt
which smashed into a Passat near
Ballymagarvey on the N2.
It followed a 35-minute pursuit by
gardai who took chase after the
crazed driver failed to stop for cops
after driving the wrong way on a
roundabout in Drogheda.
Maniac Collins sped through the
town and east Meath before he
headed north on the N2 towards
Slane and then turned back in the

Ashbourne direction before the fatal the trial was likened to OJ Simpcrash. CCTV was shown in court of son’s infamous LA chase in 1994.
the vehicle on the wrong side of
The trial heard how Jillian and
the road while speeding
another passenger were
through Drogheda.
in the car because they
The
scumbag
was
believed
they
were
involved in a number of
going to a festival in
near misses. Collins —
Westmeath.
who had smoked “a few
When Jillian had left
joints” earlier that day —
home that evening, she
claimed in court he had
had told her family that
been in fear for his life
she would be back in
at the time as someone
an hour. However she
had put a hit on him
never came home.
and he did not believe
The court saw snapit was gardai following Devoted . . family photo chats from the other
him. The court heard
female passenger, capthat later technical and other inves- tioned “high speed Garda chase”.
tigations found no evidence to sup- But in her final moments, a terriport this claim. The pursuit during fied Jillian made two 999 calls —

which the court heard — before the
second one ended in a scream.
Elaine, who had to identify her
younger sister’s voice on the tape to
gardai — explained: “That child
begged that man to stop that car.
She begged him . . . what he said
during the trial that he tried to
stop and let them out was rubbish.
She was fighting so hard to stay
alive.”
Collins, who sacked his own legal
team and represented himself, complained to the Garda Siochana
Ombudsmen Commission.
He claimed he had been set up
by gardai who wanted to kill him.
But the officer from GSOC
gave evidence saying gardai had
no involvement in the fatal smash

and recommended Collins be prosecuted for providing misleading
information.
Elaine said: “He wanted his five
minutes of fame and he’s getting it.
He reminds me of Ted Bundy, representing himself.”
Collins has 51 previous convictions including assault, dangerous
driving and burglary.
Judge Martina Baxter sentenced
Collins to five years for endangerment and a consecutive term of ten
years for dangerous driving causing
death with the final 12 months suspended.
At the end Collins asked about
how many years he got, before the
judge asked him to be taken away
because she “had enough” of him.
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FORMER TAOISEACH
FIGHTS FOR HIS LIFE
By NEIL COTTER and ADAM HIGGINS

FORMER Taoiseach Brian Cowen was fighting for
life in hospital last night.
The ex-Offaly TD, 59, was rushed to the Beacon
Hospital in Dublin on Thursday night after suffering a suspected brain haemorrhage.
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar said yesterday: “I really
hope he makes a speedy recovery.”
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DAD TELLS HOW HIS KIDS
DISCOVERED GANG’S GUN
Shock . . . Samantha and
David with big sister Erica
beside gun find spot
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LOADED
GLOCK

EXCLUSIVE by JOHN HAND

THESE are the brave kids who
found a fully loaded Glock
handgun outside their home.
Seven-year-old David Gilys and
sister Samantha, five, picked up
the firearm after finding it while
playing in west Dublin.
They took it home to parents
Modestas and Ceslava who told
us: “It was scary. What if one of
the kids picked it up and shot?”
It’s thought gangsters dumped
the gun as cops gave chase.
Full Story — Pages Four and Five

Glock . . . the firearm
&, left, kids with dad
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FURY AT
SOLDIER
T-SHIRTS

AMAZON are facing a backlash for selling
T-shirts in support of Soldier F, who is to
stand trial for murders on Bloody Sunday.

More than a dozen different shirts emblazoned
with the slogan “I stand with Soldier F” have
appeared on the site in recent months.
The €16.50 products come in a variety of colours
and styles and most feature a Union Jack.
Many social media users have blasted Amazon
and a petition has been
set up by all-Ireland
By LUCY SAMSON
political
party
Aontu
calling on then to axe backed the shirt sale.
the products from sale.
One punter said: “InnoIt
reads:
“We
are cent until proven guilty
extremely
upset
and is how the law works”.
angered by the sale of
Soldier F is a former
merchandise
on
your paratrooper
charged
platform
that
is
with the murder of
expressing support
two men and the
for
a
soldier
attempted
murfacing
murder
der of another
charges
for
four in Derry
killing innocent
in January 1972.
men on Bloody
He is expected to
Sunday in Derry.”
appear in court in
Others
have
August.
Amazon declined
Under-fire . . shirt
to comment.
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PARENTS OF GLOCK FIND KIDS TELL OF THEIR TERROR
LETHAL
WEAPON

EXCLUSIVE by JOHN HAND

World’s No1 . . . Brian

Irish chef
top cook
book win
BY FIONA ELLIS

AN Irishman’s cookery
book has been judged to
be the best in world.
Brian
McDermott’s
Donegal Table took home
the gong at the Gourmand
World Cookbook Awards.
The Donegal man beat
off a three-time Michelin
star chef from France.
He said of the winning
book: “Too often food is
getting lost. Traditional
simple food. This is great
food, made simple.”

RATTED OUT
Customs
confiscated
14kgs of rat meat off a
passenger arriving into
Chicago O’Hare Airport
from the Ivory Coast.

A SEVEN-year-old boy
who found a fully loaded
gun while playing outside
with his sister said after
bringing it home: “Dad
we found a real gun, can
you come up and see?”

Gun found by
the two kids

Relieved parents Modestas
and Ceslava Gilys yesterday
told of their horror after two
of their kids discovered the
Glock near their pad in
Castlecurragh Park, outside
Mulhuddart in west Dublin.

They told the Irish Sun: “It
was scary — what if one of the
kids picked it up and shot?”
It’s thought the handgun was
lobbed from a black Lexus car
while a hit team were chased by
members of the Gardai’s Armed
Support Unit at around 5.15pm.
Another theory is that the yobs
may have dumped the weapon
there hours earlier.
The Lithuanian couple’s kids —
David, seven, and five-year-old
Samantha — came across it when
they went up to a green area
near their gaff to play at 5.20pm.
Young David had left his bike
down when his sister spotted the
gun mere centimetres away.
Samantha picked it up and
noted how heavy it was — before
her brave brother ran home with
it after realising it was not a toy.
Speaking exclusively to the
Irish Sun from their home
yesterday, Modestas said: “All the
kids were playing in the area.
Behind my son’s bicycle, they
saw the gun.
“My son David came home and
said, ‘Dad we found a real gun,
can you come up and see.’ I
thought they were joking that the
gun was real. We were thinking,
‘How can it be a real gun?’”
Ceslava added: “We thought
maybe they were just playing
and joking. But I told him
(Modestas), ‘Just go with him,
please take a look.’
“My youngest daughter found
it. She picked it up and said, ‘It’s
too heavy, I’m scared’ and she
put it down.”
Dad Modestas went up and
realised straight away that it was
a real weapon.
He kept the kids away from
the firearm as a concerned
neighbour, who was returning
home from work, alerted gardai
who got there by 5.30pm.
But Ceslava imagined what
things could have been like if
the kids had picked up the gun
and thought it was a toy.
She added: “It was scary,
because not every day you see a
gun. I was thinking what if one
of the kids picked it up and shot
— it’s just so dangerous.”
Stay-at-home
mum
Ceslava
said she reassured the worried
youngsters that they did the
right thing.
She said: “I’m proud of them.
They were so scared about it. We
were all in shock, you know?
“I’m happy with the way my
kids dealt with it. It is terrible
but we’re happy they came
straight away to tell us instead of
playing.
“All the kids are so young.
Afterwards I told the kids it was
OK. I told them, if any one day
they are going to school or
wherever, and they see something like that, just to come
home and tell somebody.
“Maybe a knife or something,
just tell someone. And don’t
touch it and don’t take it.
“My daughter, she’s too small
to understand that. She was not
in shock.
“David was in shock. He was
crying, ‘Mummy what did I do?’
I said, ‘You didn’t do anything,
you’re a good boy for just coming
home and telling us.’”
Gardai are still hunting for the
hit
team
who
dumped
the
weapon and the 08-D black
Lexus i220 the thugs were in.
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar has
said he is “really concerned” by
the kids’ find. He added: “It is a
shocking development, one that I

5.20PM: Yobs’ car flees
towards Mulhuddart
village after escaping
from cops and isn’t
seen again.

5:30PM: Gardai arrive
and recover fully
loaded Glock pistol.

5:20PM: Samantha and
David discover the
gun while playing on
green area. Brave
David runs home to
alert his parents and
gardai are contacted.

5:15PM: Gun thought to
have been thrown out
of car’s window by hit
squad into estate near
where kids live from
main road outside.

PHOENIX
PARK

5PM: Gardai from the
Armed Response Unit
take chase after Black
08 D Lexus i220 in
Corduff towards
Castlecurragh
in West Dublin.

DUBLIN
CITY
CENTRE

am really concerned about. I
think we are blessed that none of
the children were injured or
killed. That could have happened.
“And I am really pleased that
they did the right thing by
bringing it to the attention of an
adult quite quickly. And you
know
whoever
discarded
a
loaded firearm in this way has
done something reprehensible.”
Investigators believe the gun
discovery
is
linked
to
the
ongoing Corduff feud between a
Blanchardstown drugs mob and
former members of the Westies

gang, who have been backed by
bling-loving Kinahan-linked drug
dealer Mr Flashy.
The bloody war has seen a
major escalation in the past few
weeks but cops in the area have
nabbed a number of firearms in
a major bid to curb the violence.
Just last Saturday, innocent
Lithuanian man Saulius Margis,
41, was blasted in a case of
mistaken identity while sitting in
a VW Passat in the same area.
Sources said the actual target
of the attack had fled the area
the
night
before
following

Dad, we
found a
real gun.
Can you
come up
and see?
suspicious activity. Modestas and
Ceslava
have
lived
in
Castlecurragh Park for five years
with
David,
Samantha
and
11-year-old daughter Erica.
They said that it was originally
a very safe place but the brazen
thugs at war have changed that.
Modestas said: “I would be a
little bit scared of my kids out
playing. Five years ago it was
very quiet — now it’s not really.
“We see through the papers
and Facebook — all we’re getting
is news about what’s happened
in Castlecurragh area.” Ceslava

added: “Here, there are only
families. It used to be always
quiet here.
“But it’s getting worse here.
This year and last year is very
bad for crime. There was a
shooting here last week and
there was shootings in Corduff.”
Ceslava also hailed gardai,
whose armed patrols were very
visible in the area yesterday.
She said: “The gardai were
very good. There were a lot of
Garda cars and later there was a
helicopter.
They
were
also
knocking on doors and asking

people what did they see.” The
feud has seen shots fired outside
schools, homes torched, individuals on both sides attacked and
threats issued online.
We previously revealed how a
loaded handgun was found in a
hedge just yards from Riversdale
Community College, where the
shooting took place.
Gardai have also recovered
handguns,
shotguns,
silencers
drugs and cash linked to the
feuding mobs.
A number of men have been
charged in relation to the feud.

BRAVE FAMILY
Dad Modestas with kids
Erica, David & Samantha
yesterday at green area
where Glock was found

Sinn
Fein
councillor
Breda
Hanaphy yesterday said that
local gardai are under pressure
given
the
large
area
and
population they need to cover
and called for more cops in the
wake of the shocking find.
She said: “Look at the size of
the Blanchardstown Garda
Station. We have to cover
this area with such a
large population. They
are clearly short-staffed
and I would like to see
more gardai to tackle
this.”
@johnhand_

Relieved parents . . Ceslava & Modestas
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Dan for count
. . . Kinahan’s
a boxing fan
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‘KINAHAN
BLESSED
CONLAN FIGHT’
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By JOHN HAND

CRIME boss Daniel Kinahan was involved
with MTK fighter Michael Conlan’s bout in
Belfast last year, we can reveal.
Former Muhammad Ali promoter Bob Arum,
above with Conlan, told the Irish Sun Kinahan
“blessed” the bout and made sure everyone in
management firm MTK was “cooperating”.

Full Story — Pages Four and Five

lVIRUS INFECTION RATE LOWEST EVER
lYET HARRIS SAYS: BIG TESTS TO COME

‘R’ WE
NEARLY
THERE YET?
By ADAM HIGGINS

IRELAND has recorded its
lowest Covid-19 reproductive
rate, it emerged yesterday.
The R rate — the number
of people someone with the
virus goes on to infect — is
now between 0.4 and 0.6.
Anything under 1 means
Coronavirus is dying out.
But Health Minister Simon
Harris said “our biggest test
to date” starts on Monday
when the first batch of lockdown restrictions are lifted.
Full Story — Pages 6, 7, 8 and 9

Precautions
. . . in Dublin
yesterday
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BOXING LEGEND DEFENDS HIS
GANGLAND HIT

Friday, May 15, 2020 ...............
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WORK WITH CARTEL KINGPIN

PROMOTE BID

WEIGHT IT OUT

Sheikh on it . . . al Khalifa job

Kinahan saw Regency fight event as step towards being legit in boxing

EXCLUSIVE by JOHN HAND

DRUGS
kingpin
Daniel
Kinahan was involved in
organising
MTK
fighter
Michael Conlan’s defence
of his WBO title in Belfast
last year, a top American
promoter has revealed.
Bob Arum made the revelation as he insisted he can “disregard” Kinahan’s involvement
in organised crime.

In an exclusive interview with the
Irish Sun, Arum, a former federal
prosecutor in the US, said Kinahan
made sure everyone in MTK was
“checked”and “cooperating” for the
Belfast bout in which Conlan
defeated Diego Ruiz to retain his
WBO Intercontinental belt.
Arum’s Top Rank Boxing represents the American side of boxers’
interests, including those of Conlan.
MTK,
which
was
originally
founded by Kinahan in 2012 as
MGM, has insisted that the crimelord no longer has any involvement
in the company.
But Arum, who has no involvement in crime, told how Kinahan
“blessed” the event.
He told the Irish Sun: “Last summer when we were in Belfast we
did a Mick Conlan fight, which we
televised back in the United States
because Conlan has got a big following in the United States.
“We worked in conjunction with
MTK and it worked out. Obviously
Daniel blessed it but he . . . he
wasn’t hands-on (with) us doing the
event. I guess he made sure that
MTK people were checked, cooperating with us.
“We were working well together. I
wouldn’t say that he just walked
away from it. I think he was
involved from the standpoint that
he wanted to make sure that everybody was cooperating on the event,
which we were.
“And we’ve got a very good relationship with MTK. Mick’s brother
Jamie is a terrific kid.”
Conlon and his brother Jamie
have no involvement in crime.
Boxing powerhouse Arum spoke
last weekend about how Kinahan
was working to get one of the biggest fights in history staged in the
Middle East between heavyweights
Tyson Fury and Anthony Joshua.
He said Kinahan acts as an advisor to MTK and now Top Rank, as
well as a number of fighters.
However, Arum refused to be
drawn on Kinahan’s background
after it was put to him directly —
and insists he does not care.
Questioned about it by the Irish
Sun, Arum said: “I’m not naive. I
was a federal prosecutor myself. I’m
saying I can disregard all of that
stuff. It doesn’t affect me. It hasn’t
affected me.
“When it does, I’ll have to deal
with it. But right now, I have absolutely no involvement with the Irish
authorities. Nobody has come to me,
nobody has questioned me.
“So my philosophy is, ‘Stick to
your business son’ — meaning me.
Stick to your business and don’t be
distracted
by
the
background
noises.” He added: “Anything that
went before — allegedly went before

FLIGHT CLUB

Fight firm
in Bahrain
hires Dan

Kinahan, with Fury, hopes to set up his fight with Anthony Joshua

Kinahan’s past
doesn’t affect
me, we get on
well with MTK

By JOHN HAND

Conlan is snapped yesterday in a training session at
his Belfast home while adhering to Covid guidelines

GOT THE JAB
Anything
that went
before is
none of my
business

Connected . . .
Arum with
Conlan last year
and, below,
meeting Ali in
2012

HOOD ‘BLESSED’ CONLAN BOUT
— that’s none of my business.” And
Arum also said he would have
wanted to stage an event in Dublin
this year if Coronavirus had not
thrown everything into the air.
He was unaware the 2016 Regency
Hotel attack has stopped the city
hosting any major MTK-related
events due to security concerns.
The revelations come as Kinahan
redoubles his efforts to recast himself as a sporting mogul. At the
end of March, he posed with MTK’s
new ambassador Mohamed Bin
Mansoor Al Arayedh, who later

published the snap online. There
was also a major backlash after
MTK figures like Billy Joe Saunders and the UFC’s Darren Till
hailed the hood. Al Arayedh, Saunders and Till have no involvement
whatsoever in crime.
Some boxing stars then rallied
around Kinahan at the beginning of
April after a new rap track claimed
State agencies set him up to be
killed in the Regency Hotel horror.
In 2018, CAB told how Daniel
plays an “integral part” in organising the supply of drugs into Ire-

land. He is also under investigation
in Spain for money laundering,
with the FBI and DEA in the US
probing his cartel’s multimillion
euro smuggling operations.
Arum said he does not know how
long Kinahan has been involved in
the top tier of the sport. They have
met on two occasions — in Dubai
over a year ago and they later
spent time in each other’s company
at an event in Kazakhstan.
But the pair are in regular contact over the phone and Kinahan
even enticed the boxing promotor

to sign Carl Frampton up. Arum
said: “A lot of fighters rely on him
for advice and we’ve taken advantage of that in the sense that we’ve
signed a lot of those fighters that
he advises, like Frampton.”
Arum also told how he last had
an event in Ireland when Muhammad Ali fought Al ‘Blue’ Lewis in
Dublin’s Croke Park in 1972.
He described the capital as “a
great place to do events” and
insisted he would have held one
here this year if Covid-19 had not
tarnished plans across sport. But

when he was told about the
Regency Hotel attack and the likely
difficulties of MTK hosting events
here, Arum said: “I didn’t know
that. I must say, as far as we’re
concerned, nobody from over there
has interfered with us.”
Hailing Kinahan, Arum added:
“He has been more than honourable
with us, a man of his word, so our
relationships are good.”
MTK announced they had cut ties
with Kinahan in 2017, a year after
the Regency Hotel attack.
Authorities believe that date was

the major part of Kinahan’s master
plan, in which he was to step out
from the shadows of the crime
underworld to show himself as a
legitimate businessman.
Instead, he was targeted in a
shooting that he managed to flee
but which saw his close pal David
Byrne, brother of the Kinahan cartel lieutenant Liam, blasted to
death and left in a pool of blood.
The Regency incident is believed
to have been in retaliation for the
murder of Gary Hutch in the Costa
del Sol in 2015. Kinahan was later

named in a Spanish court as having ordered the hit before James
Quinn was caged for 22 years.
The feud which followed left 18
dead, including four innocent victims. Of those, the Kinahans have
been responsible for 15 and gardai
believe the cartel is still active and
poses a serious threat.
Daniel fled Spain for Dubai in
2017, where he remains in exile like
many of the mob’s main players.
MTK was contacted this week by
the Irish Sun about Kinahan’s work
with them but did not respond.

DANIEL Kinahan was appointed as a special advisor
for a sports firm based in
Bahrain yesterday.
Kinahan was described as
an
“international
boxing
power broker” by KHK Sports
and he is to advise them
across their entire portfolio,
including boxing and MMA.
KHK boss Sheikh Khalid bin
Hamad al Khalifa also hailed
the “great team” they are
building at the firm.
And speaking on the same
week the Kinahan Organised
Crime Group was named in
open Irish court for the first
time, Daniel said: “It is an
honour for me to work with
His Highness Sheikh Khalid
bin Hamad al Khalifa, Mr
Mohammed Shahid and the
entire team at KHK Sports.
“KHK Sports has made an
impressive mark on the world
of combat sports and has
fantastic ambitions to grow
into a global powerhouse.”
He added: “I look forward
to working with the team to
realise these dreams and further build Bahrain combat
sports into a globally recognised presence.”
Speaking to the Irish Sun,
legendary boxing promoter
Bob Arum said that he plans
to work with Kinahan on a
continuous basis to host
events in the Middle East.
Arum said: “Dan can help
point us in the right direction
because he’s over there.”
There is no suggestion that
Arum, Sheikh al Khalifa, KHK
Sports or Mohammed Shahid
have any involvement whatsoever in crime.
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